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Burke Exhibits in Seoul, Korea and Atlanta, GA

September 15, 2012

Foundation Studies Professor Jessica Burke's work will be included in the Women and Body exhibition at the Kepco Art Center Gallery Museum in Seoul, Korea, from Oct. 13-19. Burke is also featured in the Atlanta exhibition Billboard Art Project, which runs through Oct. 26.
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Fischer Presents to SCAC

September 15, 2012

Lecturer Julia Fischer will present “Roman Imperial Cameos: Iconographic Borrowing in the Early Empire” at the Southeastern College Art Conference in Durham, N.C., in October.
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Hill Acknowledged for her Painting Success

September 15, 2012

Foundation Studies Professor Elsie Taliaferro Hill will present “Processing the Pace of Information through a Painting Practice” at the Southeastern College Art Conference in Durham, N.C., in October. In August 2012, Hill unveiled her portrait of Chief Judge Charles B. Mikell, which was commissioned by the State Court of Appeals and will hang in the Atlanta courtroom. This summer she also began a series of paintings based on demolition sites in Savannah, Ga.
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Lemon Presents Brooch to U.S. Secretary of State at Georgia Southern

September 15, 2012

Jewelry Design and Metalsmithing Professor Christina Lemon presented former U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright with a handcrafted brooch at Albright’s on-campus presentation on Sept. 18. The brooch, “Magnolia grandiflora,” is a magnolia blossom made from sterling silver with engraved lines on the petals. The blossom is centered between two asymmetrical and stylized wings that are accented by three stones, two blue sapphires and one yellow citrine cabachon, to symbolize Georgia Southern University. Lemon was featured by several news outlets, including WSAV’s news coverage of the event.

Georgia Southern University First Lady Dr. Tammie Schalue (from left), President Dr. Brooks Keel, former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, and Professor Christina Lemon pose for a photo after Lemon presented Albright with a handmade brooch.
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Hines Exhibitor, Grant Finalist, and Author

September 15, 2012

Photography Professor Jessica Hines’ “My Brother’s War” is being featured in the exhibition A Survey of Documentary Styles in Early 21st Century Photobooks at Gallery Carte Blanche in San Francisco. Hines has also been selected as a finalist for the Aftermath Grant, and her book War is Only Half the Story, Vol. 4 was reviewed in Photo-Eye Magazine by Georgia Slade, the curator for Boston’s Photographic Resource Center.
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